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Abstract – Coffee is one type results current plantation this favored by some among. Indonesia 
is in the order to four Becomes Robusta coffee export and producer in the world. Appearance 
communities coffee lovers make coffee as provider field profession for part big resident. In 
Indonesia, especially in the Regency of Trunk, a lot very Public around who has coffee 
plantations including namely Robusta coffee and Arabica coffee (coffea arabica) local. For 
some new people Do you know and love coffee yet? can differentiate type of coffee visually. In 
the era of increasingly digitalization, advanced like this. There are several method for 
differentiate something object among them that is processing digital image. Frequent 
problems occur that is many less consumers in determine Robusta and Arabica coffee types. 
From trouble that, then researcher designing a system classification on robusta and Arabica 
coffee beans could obtained with implementation algorithm K-Nearest Lightweight 
Classification (K-NN). [1] combined with extraction feature Gray Level Co-Occurrence Matrix 
(GLCM). Digital image dataset used that is a total of 194 pictures where inside it there is type 
image coffee beans. Image dataset Robusta and Arabica coffee beans each local number of 97 
images. Image dataset shared into 20 test data and 174 training data. Testing conducted using 
Matlab software produce score accuracy highest at distance pixels=1 and the value of K=1 with 
respect to angle of 45° by 95%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Coffee is one product from current plantation this needed by people around the world. 
In Indonesia, coffee plantations have very important role for economy national, then Becomes 
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facilitator field work for Public around [1] In Indonesia, especially in Malang Regency, people 
around many have coffee plantations including namely Robusta coffee and Arabica coffee 
local. Robusta coffee is type of coffee produced more many compared with arabica coffee. [2] 
Arabica coffee alone more many Chosen by coffee lovers because it feels like it's said delicious. 
Characteristic typical of coffee is in the size as well as form little seeds small compared to 
robusta coffee. Caffeine content low, delicious aroma as well as the price is high. For the new 
layman know coffee yet can differentiate type of coffee visually. In the era of increasingly 
digitalization, advanced [3] there is Miscellaneous method for differentiate something object 
as example that is processing digital image. 

K-NN is one of the algorithm where could used in the classification process. In the 
classification process loaded a number of method that can implemented one that is with 
training data, which has similarity with object that. [4] Destination coffee classification is for 
share coffee image inside class that is robusta and arabica based on colors and textures 
contained in the image coffee beans for easy recognized in accordance with contents. [5] 
Classification image coffee beans with use K-NN algorithm will pass two stages namely training 
and testing. The test phase uses a dataset in the form of the amount of training data and the 
value of k that is not same. 

On research this will discussed about how method designing a system purposeful 
testing for differentiate Robusta and Arabica coffee beans local in Malang Regency. Then will 
conducted testing from application K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm and extraction GLCM 
features in classification image that. [6] Proposed research that is involve each algorithm that 
is K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) and extraction feature Gray Level Security Matrix (GLCM). [7] 
Combination from both of them could classify digital image from RGB to form Grayscale 
images that produce good data results. Result of study on that is score only accuracy use K-NN 
algorithm will more low compared to with classification that uses K-NN algorithm combined 
with extraction GLCM features that get score more accuracy. [5] 
 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 

K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) 
K-Nearest Neighbor is method grouping object based on the closest training data the 

distance. The K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) algorithm is one of them the easiest method 
understandable, easy tested and without estimate KNN, and a little training. [3] Method this is 
method simple that can be keep all available data and classify new data in accordance size 
similarities. [8] Most used for classify data point about how neighbor classified. K-Nearest 
Neighbor works best on data sets that are not big and have many features. [9]  

Goal algorithm this for classification object latest in accordance with characteristics 
and sample data. Give it test point, will found number of K objects (point train) closest with 
point that. KNN has advantages, he toughness on training data and succeed when the training 
data no small. [10] Algorithm this work in accordance with closest distance or even the most 
distant with neighbors. Euclidean distance is the distance that has function as formula count 
distance Among test image with picture train in accordance with smallest value from score 
closest neighbour, can concluded as following : 

 

𝑑 = √(𝑥1 − 𝑦1)2 + (𝑥𝑛 − 𝑦𝑛)2  (a) 

 
Description : 
d  = Euclidean Distance 
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(x)  = Training Data (Training Data) 
(y) = Test Data 
(n) = Number image 
(a) = 1st Record to n 

 

Figure 1. flow diagram process 
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2.1 Gray Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) 
GLCM [11] is one method used as studies texture or extraction characteristic where 

the calculation use order second that is count couple two pixels picture original, while on the 
order first the calculation use statistics based on score pixels picture original as well as without 
notice pixels adversity. [5] are 4 features used in extraction GLCM features, namely as 
following : 

 
a. Energy 

Show score high resemblance originated from high energy value. 
 

∑ 𝑝(𝑥 − 𝑦)2

𝑥,𝑦

 

 
Description : 
x  = matrix row value 
y  = value column matrix 
( , )  = Element value matrix row (x) and column (y) co-occurrence 
 

b. Contrast 
Contrast is calculation difference intensity Among pixels one and adjacent pixels 

throughout picture. 
 

∑(𝑥 − 𝑦)2𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑥,𝑦

 

 
Description : 
x  = matrix row value 
y  = value column matrix 
( , )  = Element value matrix row (x) and column (y) co-occurrence 
 

c. Correlation 
Show size linear dependence of image grayscale degrees where will give instruction 

existence inner linear structure digital image. 
 

∑
(𝑥 − 𝜇𝑥)(𝑦 − 𝜇𝑦)𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑦
𝑥,𝑦

 

 
Description :  
x  = matrix row value 
y  = value column matrix 
𝑝 (  , 𝑦 ) = Element value matrix row (x) and column (y) co-occurrence 
𝜇 x, 𝜇 y = the average value of the elements in the row and column  
( , )  = value standard deviation in rows and columns 

 
d. Homogeneity 

Show number of gray levels in image if pixels same then homogeneity becomes high. 
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∑
𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)

1 + |𝑥 − 𝑦|
𝑥,𝑦

 

 
Description :  
x  = matrix row value 
y  = value column matrix 
( , ) = Element value matrix row (x) and column (y) co-occurrence 

 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Processing image containing about algorithm that takes image as input and return 
image as the output. Processing image Becomes tool help done in many branch knowledge 
knowledge like knowledge computer, engineering electricity and electronics, robotics, physics, 
chemistry, science environment, biology and psychology. [6] Generally processing digital 
images have destination repair quality from digital image. 

Image that is similarity from something object. Image is split Becomes two that is 
analog images and digital images. Analog image is continuous image like picture on television. 
Whereas digital image is image that can computer processed. Digital images are formed by 
several element limited, each element the have score as well as coordinate certain. 

Matrix Laboratory is a system in which there is information in the form of an array so 
that user easy complete problem perspective. [12] With Thing the will allows the user to break 
problem technical based on calculation, as for example that is related to matrix and formula 
vector, where problem that Becomes dangerous if the user is required complete the problem 
with use language low level programming. 

Grayscale image that is picture two dementia whose components showing quality gray 
image (pixels). Grayscale has a number of type which gray is different with picture black white. 
[13] Image modified Becomes picture gray will different with picture color. Inside it RGB image 
loaded three matrix layers, called the R-layer, G-layer, and B-layer. For get image gray, change 
obtained with take the average value of R, G and B, so that produce S value as image gray. [14] 

GLCM is one of the method used as studies texture or extraction characteristic where 
the calculation use order second that is count couple two pixels picture original, while on the 
order first the calculation use statistics based on score pixels picture original as well as without 
notice pixels adversity. [5] 

Testing in research data taken direct, from results testing with use GLCM as extraction 
feature with angles 0°, 45°, 90°, 135° and use KNN method for classify image based on class 
with the value of K used i.e. K=1, K=3, K=5, K=9. [15] Research results will taken in accordance 
yielding predictions score accuracy tall with training data experiment. [2] From research this 
our will could determine how many percent amount resulting accuracy of the created 
programs. 

 
a. Confusion Matrix against 0° angle 

Table 1. Confusion Matrix Against 0° angle 

Actual Results 
Prediction Results 0° angle 

Arabica Robusta 

Arabica 9 1 

Robusta 1 9 
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𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 =
𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑎ℎ 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑢𝑗𝑖 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟

𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑎ℎ 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖ℎ 
 𝑥 100% 

=
9 + 9

20
 𝑥 100% 

   = 90 % 
 

b. Confusion Matrix against 45° angle 

Table 2. Confusion Matrix Against 45° angle 

Actual Results 
Prediction Results corner 45 

Arabica Robusta 

Arabica 10 0 

Robusta 1 9 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 =
𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑎ℎ 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑢𝑗𝑖 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟

𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑎ℎ 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖ℎ 
 𝑥 100% 

=
10 + 9

20
 𝑥 100% 

= 95 % 
 

c. Confusion Matrix against 90° angle 

Table 3. Confusion Matrix Against 90° angle 

Actual Results 
Prediction Results angle 90° 

Arabica Robusta 

Arabica 9 1 

Robusta 1 9 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 =
𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑎ℎ 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑢𝑗𝑖 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟

𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑎ℎ 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖ℎ 
 𝑥 100% 

=
9 + 9

20
 𝑥 100% 

            = 90 % 
 

d. Confusion Matrix against angle 135° 

Table 4. Confusion Matrix Against 135° angle 

Actual Results 
Prediction Results 

Arabica Robusta 

Arabica 9 1 

Robusta 1 9 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 =
𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑎ℎ 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑢𝑗𝑖 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟

𝑗𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑎ℎ 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖ℎ 
 𝑥 100% 

            =
9 + 9

20
 𝑥 100% 

          = 90 % 
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4. CONCLUSION 

After conducted study with use extraction features and methods that have been 
proposed, withdrawn conclusion in the form of : 
1. From the research that has been conducted testing with 174 training data and 20 test data 

which have two classes in it that is image seed robusta and arabica. 
2. Processed extraction feature with GLCM against angles 0°, 45°, 90°, 135° as well method 

classification namely KNN against values K=1, K=3, K=5, K=7, K=9. Testing to 0° angle yields 
18 correct data where 9 is correct for class arabica and 9 true for class robusta from the 
number of test data is 20 image data, 19 data is correct where 10 is classified Correct for 
class arabica and 9 true class robusta from the amount of test data is 20 images to 45° 
angle, 18 classified data Correct where 9 is correct for class arabica and 9 true for class 
robusta from the number of test data is 20 images at an angle of 90°, 18 classified data 
Correct where 9 is correct for class arabica and 9 true for class robusta from the amount of 
test data is 20 images to 90° angle. 

3. In the test image test data shows score high accuracy with using 20 test image data and 174 
image data train so that yield 95% value available accuracy  in angle 45° with distance pixels 
used is 2, data is correct a total of 19 images coffee beans with a total of 20 test data. 

 
Suggestion : 

Based on the conclusions that have been spelled out, the advice you want be delivered 
that is in the form of : 
1. Expected next study this could developed in mobile form (android). 
2. For study next expected could use other objects like classify fresh and rotten bananas. 
3. Application extraction GLCM features expected could combined with another method for 

produce score more accuracy high. 
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